Abstract-We show that except for a few special cases allowing smaller tables, the lookup table used for achieving k digits of convergence after the initial multiplication (or for obtaining the approximate reciprocal of the divisor with k -1 digits of accuracy) in iterative division methods must have at least (r -l)rk words of k + I digits, r being the number representation base. In the important special case of r = 2 with k -5, a 2k*word table with k-bit entries can be used, since the initial digit is always 1. It is also shown that a table of this optimal size can always be constructed. The special cases corresponding to r = 3 with k = 1, and r = 2 with k c 4, allow smaller tables than the general case and are thus handled separately.
I. INTRODUCTION
Iterative division methods, used in high-speed computers, yield the quotient of two b-digit fractions (values less than 1) in 0(log b) multiplication steps [1] - [9] . This can be much faster than the 0(b) addition steps of algorithms which obtain the quotient one digit at a time, provided that an extremely fast multiplier (preferably pipelined to handle two multiplications concurrently) is available.
Iterative division algorithms have been known for at least 35 years [9] . The table lookup enhancement method for such algorithms has been in practical use for about two decades [1] . While some sort of validation and optimization must have accompanied each of the many actual implementations, no general discussion of the required table size appears in the literature. Waser and Flynn [8, pp. 195-1961 analyze the ROM table size for r = 2. But even in this special case, no prior proof of optimality is known to the author.
Given two base-r fractions d and z, with z normalized (i.e., z >-1/r) and d < z, the quotient d/z can be computed by repeated multiplications as d/z=daoa,a2 ... af, provided that the ai's are chosen such that (1) follows. First, we rewrite (2) as II -zao scrk.
Then, using (3), we find 1 -zaOaj= 1 We obtain, by induction on j 1-zaoal . aj Ir-2jk.
Given b-digit fractions, the number of required multiplications is 2f + 1 (the last multiplication, yielding za0a, a2 ... af, need not be performed), where f=rl0g2 (b/k)].
As an example, for b = 56 and k = 7, seven multiplications are needed to complete our iterative division algorithm.
There are many practical variations on this basic algorithm, to speed up the required operations for particular systems. For example, working with a truncated value for zaoal aj-1, one obtains an approximate value for aj from (3). This can speed up the subsequent multiplication due to a reduction in the number of multiplier digits but reduces the rate of convergence (e.g., [1] ). With proper selection of parameters, the net result may be a faster algorithm, given a certain level of hardware complexity.
In this paper, we focus on the initial table lookup procedure to obtain ao as a function of z. Thus, the details of the above-mentioned variations are not relevant to our discussion. In practice, ao is selected as a function of z, using a lookup table, to yield the initial product zao satisfying -r-k C zao< +r -k, (2) Then, in the jth step, aj is computed from a. = 2 -za0al ... aj-l (3) or some approximation thereof, based on truncated values.
H. THE LOOKUP TABLE
With the exact value for a1, the proof that (1) (8) It is now sufficient to prove that (8) holds for all the values of m satisfying (4) .
Let q be the quotient and s c m be the remainder of dividing rk+l(rk + 1) by m + 1. Thus, rk+I(rk+ 1)-(m+ 1)q+s. (9) Obtaining m from (9) and substituting in the left-hand side of (8) , and noting that the right-hand side of (8) We next show that the word size of our lookup table cannot be reduced to k digits. Let YoY1Y2 * Yk-l denote the integer n' in base r, obtainable as a function of m. Then, following the steps in the proof of Theorem 1, with n' substituted for n, inequality (8) becomes rk(rk-l)/mm<Lrk(rk + l)/(m+ )J.
(13) To complete this part of our proof, we must show that for some value of m satisfying (4), inequality (13) does not hold. Let m = rk+ -rk -1. Substituting this value for m in (13), we obtain rk(rk-l)/(rk+I1 k-1)<L(rk-1 + 2)/(r-1)j, which, noting that rk -1 is divisible by r -1 and that 2 < r -1 for r > 3, can be changed into (14) Simplifying (14) we must have h(1) 2 9 (in case x2 = x3 = x4 = * * ' = 0) and h(1) c 5.5 (in case X2 = X3 = X4 = * = 9). Clearly, no such h exists.
Next, let ao = h' (xl, x2) be a single-digit integer. Then, if z = 0.89x3x4 * * we must have h'(8, 9) > 1 and h'(8, 9) < (1 + 10-1)/z < Tedious, but straightforward, manipulation transforms (15) into 6/(2k 1+ 1)<n+6-2k+lc 12/(2k-1+2) ( 
16)
The left-hand side of (16) is always greater than zero and the righthand side is less than 1 for k 2 5. Thus, the middle part, which is an integer, cannot lie between these two values. The results presented here are also valid for division with reciprocal approximation. To see this, we show that ao is actually an approximation of l/z with k -1 digits of accuracy. Let ao= l/z+e, where e is the absolute error of the initial reciprocal approximation.
Then, zao = 1 + ze, and (2) can be written as lzeI Irk.
The fraction z being normalized, we have z-I r. Thus, we obtain from (25) r(k-1) lel <r-k) addition, the subsystems possess a common design structure which is easily customized to the particular field required, an attractive feature for yield enhancement. Straightforward realizations depending on parallel algebraic decompositions are studied, introducing the locations for fault tolerance and the role of cyclic codes.
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INTRODUCTION
The modern trend in digital electronics dictates that systems should be constructed from modular subsystems which are in turn easily replicated for fabrication in very large scale integration (VLSI) technology. Previous work has shown how digital filtering systems can be designed for wafer scale integration (WSI) by using many parallel sections, each employing small finite fields [1] . However, at the same time problems of testing and error control become more difficult while yield appears as a limiting factor. Wafer scale integrated VLSI digital filtering systems require concurrent testing and error-control subsystems distributed throughout their architectures.
A new major source of errors is called soft errors. They are internal momentary errors random in both time and space, characterized by their short duration and infrequent random nature. Soft errors may arise from several sources such as electric field distortions caused by atomic particle injection or random parameter variations due to circuit processing tolerances. Nevertheless, a soft error acts temporarily just as an intermittent fault, but its source cannot be traced toany permanent defect in the electronic structure or design.
Classical testing and fault-tolerant approaches are inadequate in coping with soft errors, and future complex VLSI systems must devote a portion of the increased system architectural capability to internal distributed error control to enhance overall system performance. In addition, these same error-control features increase the yield of complete systems by providing full external system performance even though internal electronic devices are not functioning properly.
A new approach for fault tolerance involves cyclic codes which can be imbedded in a distributed fashion throughout the architectures, greatly increasing the overall reliability. These architectures take full advantage of VLSI capabilities while still allowing powerful errorcontrol features to be built directly into all the parts of the system because the inherent algebraic structures of error-correcting codes, over general finite fields, match the fundamental operation in filtering, convolution. Special structures associated with cyclic codes called minimal ideals have very important algebraic properties not only affording implicit error protection but leading to fast maximally parallel implementation algorithms [2] .
Digital filtering operations, after the proper sampling, scaling, rounding, and sequence segmentation are viewed as being performed over a ring of integers modulo M where M is a large positive integer
[l]- [4] . Furthermore, it is possible to decompose the implementation into many parallel realizations by using residue number system techniques [5] , [6] . When the modulus Mis a product of only distinct primes, the parallel decomposition results in subsections operating with finite field arithmetic [7] where in this case the integer Mhas the following form.
M=p1P2 .. Pss
This situation is depicted in Fig. 1 , where each parallel subsection operates over the distinct finite fields denoted by. GF(p1), i = 1, 2, * *, s. The arithmetic decomposition and recombination operations shown, respectively, at the input and output in Fig. 1 are a result of the Chinese Remainder Theorem [8] , [9] .
There are known techniques[10]-[15] for protecting the arithmetic reconstruction shown at the output in Fig. 1 . However, the major 0018-9340/87/1000-1236$01.00 © 1987 IEEE
